**Homework 05: Music Recorder**

(Visual Programming, by Dr. Hanh Pham)

**DESCRIPTION:**

Based on Tutorial # 06 “Xylophone” and #07 “Note Taker

**Requirement:**

Your APP must have a GUI as shown in this picture:

- have 7 note buttons, so that user can select play music notes
- a textbox so that user can enter music title
- “Start Recording” button which reset, empty the lists.
- “Play” button to play back notes which the user have played
- “See Note” button to display the music title and all the note letters

You can use the hit sound and miss sound files at: [http://cs.newpaltz.edu/~pham/avp/Homework/hw05/](http://cs.newpaltz.edu/~pham/avp/Homework/hw05/)